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The interaction between a metastable H(2s) atomic hydrogen beam and an external electric field

leads to the emission of the Lyman-a line. It originates in the Stark mixing of the near-

degenerate 2s1=2 and 2p1=2 levels separated by the Lamb shift. The quenched radiation

proportional to the square of the electric field amplitude is recovered in vacuum by using such an

atomic probe beam. For larger electric field, saturation is observed and related to the beam finite

transit time. We also observe the strong enhancement of the signal when the field is oscillating at

the Lamb shift frequency. This technique is applied in a plasma, offering an alternative way to

measure weak electric fields by direct and non-intrusive means. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4801510]

I. INTRODUCTION

Measuring electric fields with high space-time resolu-

tion and sensitivity has always been a critical problem in ex-

perimental classical physics, specially in diluted fluids and

plasmas. For example, direct but intrusive double probe

measurements can be used aboard satellites with good accu-

racy1 but cannot be easily used in laboratory plasmas where

the probes strongly perturb the plasma.2 Heavy ion beams

have been successfully used in fusion plasmas but only work

in this particular environment and lead to indirect measure-

ments.3,4 Laser Induced Fluorescence has been extensively

used in laboratory plasmas,5 and specially ion thrusters,6 but

the electric field is again indirectly deduced from the ion dis-

tribution function measurements.

In this paper, we show that the strong interaction

between a constant or oscillatory electric field and an atomic

hydrogen beam can be exploited7 to obtain sensitive meas-

urements of electric fields with high space-time resolution

and exceptional sensitivity.8 As is well known, for the

hydrogen-like family (H, D, T, HeII, LiIII, BeIV, CVI), the

atomic system possesses a first excited state which contains

two nearly degenerate levels (2s1=2; 2p1=2) with very differ-

ent lifetimes, but separated in energy by a small amount, the

famous Lamb shift.9 As a consequence, the ratio of lifetime

differences to energy difference is unusually large in such an

atomic system. Mixing of these levels by weak electric fields

(as low as 1 V/cm or less) largely enhances the intensity of

the characteristic Lyman-a radiation leading to an effect

which is several orders of magnitude more sensitive than

other Stark processes.

We describe a technique based on (i) the injection of a

metastable hydrogen atoms probe beam into the diagnosed

volume,10 and (ii) the measurement of the enhanced Lyman-a
emission, which is accurately determined by the field. A pro-

ton beam is first extracted from a multipolar hydrogen

plasma source. The atomic beam is then created either by

collisions with H2 residual gas along the beam path or by

resonant charge exchange in a cell containing Cesium vapor.

In this latter case, the beam energy is chosen to maximize

this charge exchange process.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we recall

the minimum theoretical background necessary to under-

stand the quadratic law for the intensity of the Lyman-a radi-

ation as a function of the electric field amplitude and to show

the role played in our measurements by the Lamb shift.

Section III describes the experiment. In Sec. IV A, we show

experimental data in vacuum recovering the quadratic law

and subsequent saturation at large field obtained at first from

an ion beam, and in section IV B from an atomic H(2s) beam

sent between two polarized plates creating a dc-electric field

between 0 and 100 V/cm in vacuum. By a proper calibration,

the intensity of the probing beam Lyman-a radiation can

thus be used to obtain a local measurement of the electric

field. The results in Sec. IV C furthermore exhibit the huge

enhancement of the signal obtained when polarizing the

plates with a RF voltage resonant with the Lamb frequency.

Section V deals with the first application of this new diag-

nostic to the measurement of the Debye sheath in a plasma.

And finally, Sec. VI gives our conclusion.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In the Dirac theory describing the fine structure of

hydrogen and hydrogenic atoms, the levels 2s1=2 and 2p1=2,

which have the same value of total angular momentum quan-

tum number but different values of orbital angular momen-

tum, are actually said to be near-degenerate since it has been

experimentally shown by Lamb and Retherford in 1947 that,

contrary to the predictions of the Dirac theory, the 2s state

does not have exactly the same energy as the 2p state. This

last state lies higher by a small amount corresponding to a
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frequency �0 ¼ 1057 MHz, the well-known Lamb shift

extensively studied since then, both experimentally to pre-

cisely measure the shift11 and theoretically to understand its

origins.12 Radiative corrections, due to interactions between

the electron and electromagnetic fluctuations of vacuum, are

responsible for these energy shifts called Lamb-shifts which

are very important for our experiment when an electric field

resonant with the Lamb frequency is applied to the atomic

beam as will be shown later.

As in the Lamb experiment, we take advantage of the

fact that the 2s1=2 level is metastable (lifetime of about 0.14 s),

the transition to the ground state 1s1=2 being forbidden by a

selection rule D‘ ¼ 61 for the orbital angular momentum.

However, a transition can occur if the atoms are sent through

a region where an electric field is applied. The quenching of

the metastable 2s state of hydrogen and hydrogenic atoms in

the presence of externally applied electric fields leads to the

production of a Lyman-a radiation with an intensity:

Ia ¼ XV n2sc
�
2s; (1)

where X is a geometric factor, V is the interacting volume,

n2s is the 2s metastable hydrogen atom density, and c�2s ¼
1=s�2s is the quenched 2s transition rate related to the reduced

lifetime s�2s. It is known to result from Stark mixing between

the 2s and 2p levels. As long as the magnitude of the applied

electric field is large enough for the fine structure to be unim-

portant, the Stark effect can be treated like a perturbation of

the non relativistic Hamiltonian H0 of the unperturbed

hydrogen atom where the n¼ 2 level is four times degener-

ate. This is true for very high electric fields like those

involved in lasers. The Stark splitting is then linear and par-

tially removes this degeneracy. Lower fields have to be con-

sidered as the perturbation of the nearly degenerate system of

levels 2s1=2 and 2p1=2, especially below the limit of 475 V/cm,

when the Stark shift becomes negligible compared to the

Lamb-shift. Bethe and Salpeter13 have derived equations for

the populations of two levels having the same value of quan-

tum numbers n and j in low electric fields, but not necessarily

lower than this limit. We follow here12 in order to calculate

the decay rate c�2s of the 2s1=2 level to the ground level

(details of calculation can be found in more recent works

like Ref. 14 or 15). The time-dependent Schr€odinger equa-

tion is solved using the perturbation theory when an oscillat-

ing electric field of magnitude E0 lower than 475 V/cm and

frequency x=2p is applied to the nearly degenerate system

of levels 2s1=2 and 2p1=2. Neglecting the terms in which the

small c2s decay rate appears, the time-dependent equations

for these levels are

i�h
@

@t
c2sðtÞ ¼ VðtÞeix0tc2pðtÞ; (2a)

i�h
@

@t
c2pðtÞ ¼ V�ðtÞe�ix0tc2sðtÞ � i�h

c2p

2
c2pðtÞ; (2b)

where c2sðtÞ and c2pðtÞ are the probability amplitudes, c2p

¼ 1=s2p is the decay rate of the 2p state and �hx0 is the energy

difference associated to the Lamb-shift (�0 ¼ 1057 MHz).

With e the elementary charge and a0 the Bohr radius, VðtÞ

¼ h2s1=2jer:EðtÞj2p1=2i / ea0jE0jexpð�ixtÞ is the matrix

element of the perturbing Hamiltonian coupling 2s1=2 and

2p1=2. The exact solution c2sðtÞ is the sum of two exponen-

tial terms. One of them being highly damped, it can be

neglected and we assume c2sðtÞ ¼ e�lt. The system of Eqs.

(2) can be solved analytically making the assumption

l� c2p=2, leading to a field magnitude lower than 200V/cm.

Considering only the secular term, the effective decay rate

is then given by

c�2sðxÞ ¼ lþ l� ¼ 9e2a2
0E2

0

�h2

c2p

ðx� x0Þ2 þ c2
2p=4

: (3)

In the limit of a constant field when x! 0, we also find the

result of Lamb in Ref. 12

c�2sð0Þ ¼
9e2a2

0E2
0

�h2

c2p

x2
0 þ c2

2p=4
: (4)

Obviously, the lifetime s�2s ¼ 1=c�2s of 2s1=2 in the presence

of electric field remains greater than the natural lifetime

s2p ¼ 1:6� 10�9 s of 2p1=2 and smaller than the natural life-

time (0.14 s) of 2s1=2. For larger fields, the lifetime reduces

to 2s2p.13 Calculating the quenched level 2s lifetime is a

major issue since the probe H(2s) beam starts to interact with

the perturbing field as soon as it is sent through the explored

medium. One has to be sure that the probe beam is not totally

quenched before it reaches the region of interest. As an

example, according to Eqs. (3) and (4), Fig. 1 shows the

lifetime of 2s1=2 (solid line, left scale) as a function of the

frequency at a field of magnitude E0 ¼ 0:1 V=cm. The reso-

nance amplification c�2sðxÞ=c�2sð0Þ is also displayed in Fig. 1

(dashed line, right scale), featuring the strong enhancement

in Eq. (3) when x approaches x0. At the resonance, we thus

expect an amplification factor of about 440, which is inde-

pendent of the value of the field. This accounts for the theo-

retical ability to detect small constant fields as low as 1 V/cm

and even lower when the field frequency approaches the

FIG. 1. Lifetime of 2s1=2 level (solid line, left scale, jE0j ¼ 10 V=m) and res-

onance amplification factor c�2sð�Þ=c�2sð0Þ (dashed line, right scale) versus

frequency of the perturbing field.
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Lamb-shift frequency. The actual experimental resolution

depends on the detection system. As we shall see in the fol-

lowing, we experimentally observe a factor of this order of

magnitude between the signal measured when the electric

field is resonant with the Lamb shift frequency and when the

electric field is constant.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A view of the experimental setup16 is displayed in

Fig. 2. The source of ions17 is a hydrogen plasma produced

by a hot cathode discharge and confined by a magnetic mul-

tipole (number (1) in Fig. 2). A W-shaped tungsten filament

(cathode) is heated by a current up to 15 A and is negatively

biased (typical discharge voltage Vd ¼ �80 V) with respect

to the wall (anode). A discharge current up to 3 A is estab-

lished, the primary electrons being responsible for the disso-

ciation and ionization of H2, introduced in the chamber at a

pressure ranging from about 10�5 to 10�4 mbar. The plasma

contains different charged species such as Hþ, Hþ2 , and Hþ3 ,

which population ratio can be measured by a custom mass

spectrometer in the measurement chamber (number (3) in

Fig. 2). The ion extraction focusing Einzel lens is a conven-

tional three stainless steel electrodes separated by ceramics.

The first electrode is biased to a positive potential and the

second is biased to a very negative potential, in order to

decelerate the electrons and focus the beam. The potential

difference between the third electrode which is simply

grounded and the wall of the ion source can be varied

between 0 and 500 V and sets the kinetic energy of the

extracted ion beam. A temperature-monitored charge

exchange cell containing cesium (Cs) vapor (number (2) in

Fig. 2), built from a previously existing device,18 is used to

produce the metastable hydrogen atoms from the proton in

the ion beam according to the charge-exchange reaction

Hþ þ Cs! Hð2sÞ þ Csþ. We work with a 500 eV ion

beam, which corresponds to the maximum cross section of

this charge exchange process.19 The resulting atomic beam is

then injected into a measurement chamber (number (3) in

Fig. 2) where two horizontal parallel plates separated by

5 cm can be externally biased to create a static or oscillating

electric field. One plate is grounded, while the other can be

biased. This system of two plates with fixed separation can

also be moved vertically. The Lyman-a light (k ¼ 121:6 nm)

is collected in a direction perpendicular to the beam by a

lithium fluoride (LiF) lens and detected by a

VUV-photomultiplier operating in vacuum (number (4) in

Fig. 2). Spatial resolution is only determined by the size of

the photocathode and the lens magnification. In order to

improve the signal to noise ratio, a lock-in amplifier is used

to detect the pulsed emission, for either a modulated ion

beam extraction with a very low frequency (typically 10 Hz)

or for a modulated biasing of the non-grounded plate at a

low frequency (typically 1 kHz). In this latter case, the con-

tinuous background of spontaneous emission from the beam

is not recorded, only the part of the signal due to the field,

synchronized with the biased plate modulation, is observed.

The hydrogen pressure in the measurement chamber is usu-

ally about one third of the pressure in the source. This allows

us to make measurements even with a pure ion beam through

collisions between ions and the residual gas. This pressure

can also be varied with an independent Argon gas introduc-

tion and a DC discharge can be created from a heated fila-

ment in the measurement chamber.

IV. ELECTRIC FIELD IN VACUUM

A. Ion beam probe

Figure 3 features the intensity of the Lyman-a radiation

obtained when there is no Cs in the path of the ion beam, as

a function of the perturbing voltage applied between the

plates for a source pressure of 1.7 � 10�5 mbar and a dis-

charge current of 2.5 A. The bias voltage is pulsed at a fre-

quency of 1 kHz. For each bias voltage, we give the

minimum (circles) and maximum (squares) measured signal

as an indication of the error bars. As predicted by the theory,

we observe an E-square law as shown by the parabolic con-

tinuous curve for applied potential lower than 120 V (electric

field strength lower than 24 V/cm since the plates distance is

5 cm). For larger electric field saturation occurs and can be

explained considering the reduced lifetime of the emitting

particles, s�2s / 1=E2
0 being shorter and shorter when E0

increases, whereas their transit time inside the observed

region remains constant.

Since such a signal was not expected from the ion beam,

we tried to vary the ion ratio in the beam to determine the

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the apparatus:1 Hydrogen plasma source with ion

beam extraction lenses,2 Cs vapor charge exchange chamber,3 interaction

chamber,4 Lyman-a detection chamber.

FIG. 3. Lyman-a emission versus static potential applied between the plates,

for the probing ion beam without conversion in Cs cell; solid line is a parab-

ola fitted to the data; source pressure P ¼ 1:7 � 10�5 mbar and discharge cur-

rent Id ¼ 2:5 A.
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source of this emission. Figure 4(a) shows the behaviour of

the measured Lyman-a radiation intensity (minimum, maxi-

mum, and mean) as a function of the plasma source hydro-

gen pressure for a DC bias of 50 V between the plates. It also

shows the decrease of the total ion beam current with pres-

sure. We observe a monotonic increase of the Lyman-a sig-

nal with a slope that strongly diminishes for a pressure

higher than 5 � 10�5 mbar. Figure 4(b) shows the relative

density of Hþ, Hþ2 , and Hþ3 ions inside the beam measured

with the ion mass spectrometer and predicted by a specific

ion population evolution model inside the plasma source as a

function of the plasma source hydrogen pressure. One may

at first glance relate the Lyman-a intensity evolution to the

production of Hþ3 , but the theory described above only

applies to a special energy levels scheme with near degener-

ate levels, which can hardly be found in Hþ3 . The intensity of

the emission being proportional to the gas pressure in the

source, we may conclude that this radiation is emitted by

H(2s) atoms resulting from the reaction between Hþ or Hþ2
ions and H2 molecules of the residual gas along the path of

the beam in the measurement chamber. This signal is also

proportional to the beam intensity which is observed to

decrease above 5 � 10�5 mbar.

B. Atomic beam probe

The plot in Fig. 5 represents the intensity of the Lyman-a
radiation as a function of the perturbing voltage (again modu-

lated at 1 kHz) applied between the plates in the case of an

atomic beam H(2s) prepared in the Cs cell as previously

described, for the same discharge conditions as in the previous

case. As predicted by Eq. (3), the variation law is quadratic

for applied potential lower than 120 V (electric field lower

than 24 V/cm). As expected, the signal is much higher, by a

factor of 4.5, than the signal obtained without Cs. As shown

by mass spectrometer measurements, the Hþ ions represent

about 10% of the total ion beam population, the Hþ produc-

tion in the source plasma staying almost constant upon the

working pressure range 10�4 � 10�5 mbar and the observed

Lyman-a signal is not very dependent on the pressure either.

As in the previews results presented in Fig. 3 for the ion beam

probe, we observe for the atomic beam probe a saturation of

the signal for applied potentials above 200 V (electric fields

above 40 V/cm), which originates in the finite transit time of

the emitters between the plates and in the diagnosed

volume.20

C. RF resonance and Lamb shift

In order to prove the great capacity of this new method

to measure weak electric fields, we now verify the enhance-

ment predicted by the calculation when the frequency of the

applied electric field is resonant with the Lamb-shift fre-

quency (Eq. (3) with x! x0). We produce a radio-

frequency field in our measurement chamber using the lower

plate as an emitting antenna. In this case, the lock-in ampli-

fier is synchronized with a 1 kHz reference modulation fre-

quency. The transmission and reflection spectra in the

chamber are controlled via a network analyzer connected to

a probe located nearby the upper plate.

Figure 6 shows the intensity of the Lyman-a radiation as

a function of the applied electric field frequency with con-

stant amplitude. It is remarkable that the observed spectrum

strongly recalls the hyperfine structure of H(2s) hydrogen

atoms.21

FIG. 4. (a) Lyman-a emission and ion beam current versus pressure for a

static potential applied between the plates of 50 V; (b) mass spectrometer

measurement of the ion beam composition, continuous curves result from a

global model of populations in the source plasma.

FIG. 5. Lyman-a emission versus static potential applied between the plates

for the probing atomic beam; solid line is a parabola fitted to the data; source

pressure P ¼ 1:7 � 10�5 mbar and discharge current Id ¼ 2:5 A.
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Figure 7 again displays the quadratic law for an oscillat-

ing field at the Lamb-shift frequency (corresponding to the

maximum peak at 1087 MHz in the previous figure) followed

by a strong saturation when the RF voltage amplitude is

increased. The parabolic fit clearly shows that the signal is

about 300 times higher than the signal obtained with a con-

stant voltage applied between the plates as in Fig. 5.

V. ELECTRIC FIELD IN A PLASMA SHEATH

We now create, in the measurement chamber, a low den-

sity DC argon discharge plasma at low pressure

P¼ 4.9 � 10�5 mbar from a heated filament biased at �60 V.

The vertical profile of the electric field magnitude in the

region between the two horizontal plates is obtained by mov-

ing both biased plates vertically around the plasma-beam

interacting volume. Lock-in detection results from the modu-

lation of the H(2s) at 10 Hz. Figure 8(a) displays the meas-

ured signal at different positions of the beam between the

plates for grounded (squares), �100 V (circles), �200 V

(upper triangles), and �270 V (lower triangles) biasing of

one of the plates while the other one is grounded. We sub-

tract the results for grounded plates from the results with

biasing in order to get the part of the signal resulting only

from the electric field in the plasma. A signal proportional to

the electric field is obtained by taking the square root of this

subtraction. Normalization of the electric field is obtained by

integration over the distance between the plates and equating

this integration to the applied potential. The normalized elec-

tric field is plotted in Figure 8(b). We have removed the points

corresponding to the region closest to the plate where the

probing atomic beam intersects the plate. We clearly observe

the Debye shielding in the presence of the plasma: the electric

field is much stronger close to the negatively biased electrode

due to the formation of a plasma sheath and falls down to a

value systematically smaller than the vacuum values (given

by the horizontal dotted lines) out of the sheath.

VI. CONCLUSION

The presented results allowed to recover the thoroughly

established underlying science associated to the well-known

Lamb shift. The diagnostic uses a fairly current technology

for the formation of the H(2s) beam. The new method of

local non-intrusive measurement of the electric field ampli-

tude that we have presented here therefore relies on a firm

foundation. Beside vacuum or plasma as shown in this paper,

the investigated medium can also be a diluted fluid. In any

case, there is a strong need for such measurements. In the

plasma domain, this method could be applied in laboratory

experiments, industrial plasmas, ion thrusters, or fusion

machines where the knowledge of the local electric field is

FIG. 6. Spectrum of H(2s) Lyman-a radiation measured for a fixed RF am-

plitude of 1 V; source pressure P ¼ 2:7 � 10�5 mbar and discharge current

Id ¼ 2:0 A.

FIG. 7. Lyman-a emission versus radiofrequency potential applied between

the plates with an atomic beam; solid line, a parabola fitted to the data; source

pressure P ¼ 1:7 � 10�5 mbar and discharge current Id ¼ 2:5 A.

FIG. 8. (a) Lyman-a emission versus position between two parallel plates;

(b) Electric field measured in a plasma sheath with a H(2s) probe beam;

source pressure P ¼ 1:1 � 10�4 mbar and discharge current Id ¼ 1:9 A.
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very important and remains a challenging issue. It can be

applied as well for constant or fluctuating electric fields.

Experiments exploiting the resonant Lamb shift measure-

ments are underway. It is also worth noting that a variety of

hydrogenic ions (HeII for example) can then play a double

role, as a constituent of the plasma as well as a test particle.

Local static or oscillatory magnetic fields could also be

measured through the unfolding of the motional v� B field

and its effect on the 2s1=2 lifetime. In conclusion, the results

displayed in this letter open completely new tracks for non-

intrusive measurements of electric fields.
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